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DM-50X
Mini Small Batch Depositor

DM-50X
Output:18,000 gummies/hr.
DM-50X is the best fit as confectionary toolkit and
contributes to a successful manually operated production
line. This powerful equipment is able to produce hard
candies, gummies, toffees, and lollipops at piece weights
ranging from 2g to 16g. With hygienic design built right in,
DM-50X is ideal for production to validation standards for
healthcare products.
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“
Why Not Use
DM-50X To Bring
Your Dream
Gummy To Life? ”
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DM-50X
Mini Small Batch Depositor
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DM-50X
Mini Small Batch Depositor

Feature:









Servo-driven depositing system
Indexing mould conveyor
Electric heated hopper, optional second hopper
for two-color products
Full PLC controls with recipe management and alarm
handling
Quick product changeover
Up to 30 strokes/min
2g to 16g product weight
Wide Application in nutraceutical, medicated and functional
supplement market.
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DM-50X
Mini Small Batch Depositor
The benefits of this depostor are as follows:
1.Consistent high quality and accuracy


servo-driven, batch-run depositing system for

3.Production to validation standards


dosing is consistent and repeatable

entry-level operations


deposit high-quality, smooth products with



No recycling of starch, suitable for
healthcare products,

sustained control of size and shape and high
piece weight accuracy.

Where validation of the process is required:



hygienic and easily cleaned.

2.High quality, low-cost alternative to

4.Learning Center

traditional methods






Small footprint with low energy costs, and

successful new product or improve an

elimination of starch

existing process happens in our Learning

Significantly reduce production costs

Center.

compared with conventional starch moulding


The development work required to launch a



A full range of pilot-scale equipment,

processes.

testing, and assistance from our expert food

Low scrap rate, quick product changeovers,

technologists helps avoid using valuable

and continuous processing mean a rapid

plant time.

payback is assured.
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DM-50X
Mini Small Batch Depositor

Technical Data

DM-50X

Capacity

18,000 gummies/hour

Depositing speed

35 times /min

Applications

Gummy, hard candies, lollipop, toffee

Power supply

220V 60HZ 3pH 5KW

Hopper Size

30 L

Mold type

Silicon, 2D &3D metal mold

Dimension and weight

1180X786X2019 mm 300kg

Gummy weight

2-16g(Customize for other weight)
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Mould Stacker
+ Cooling Cart

Mould Stacker+ Cooling Cart:




The SaintyCo automatic mould stacking and cooling cart system
integrates with ServoDose DM-50X confectionery depositors
to eliminate the labor needed to handle moulds in low output
production environments manually.
The system automatically loads moulds from the ServoDose
DM-50X into portable racks for transfer to a cooler. It comprises
a stainless steel cart lifter attached directly to the delivery end of
the ServoDose DM-50X and a set of mobile stainless steel
carts, each with a 10-tier mould rack.
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Stacked Kitchen

Stacked Kitchen:
A flexible batch cooking system for pectin and gelatin syrups. It is
integrated batch mixing and cooking system, consisting of a jacket
oil heated vessel and also a storage tank. Products using gelatin,
pectin, carrageenan or blends as the gelling agent can all be
handled.




Outputs up to 50kg/hr (10-30kg batches)
Even cook temperature
Duo version with twin cookers for two-color

Operation:
 Variable speed mixer/stirrer
 Intuitive HMI with guided cooking prompts
 Suitable for floor or mezzanine installation with manual,
pumped or gravity transfer to the depositor
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Different Mold Options

Flexible to custom mold based on your gummy design
and dimensions:
Silicon Mold:

Example: Cube
Cavity Dimensions

13mm x 13mm x 14mm Deep

Pitch Between Cavities

25.4mm x 11 and 26.3mm x 13

Mould Dimensions

325mm x 375mm

Cavity Layout

11x13 = 143 Cavities

Depositing Configuration

11-Head Depositor

Metal Mold:
Example: Gem
Cavity Dimensions

23mm x 17mm x9.2mm Deep

Pitch Between Cavities

28.6mm x 10

Mould Dimensions

407mm x 94mm

Cavity Layout

10x3= 30 Cavities

Depositing Configuration

10-Head Depositor
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Different Models For All Your
Production Demands!

Speed:15,000/hr

Speed:30,000/hr

Speed:60,000/hr

Speed:120,000/hr

Speed:120,000/hr

Speed:240,000/hr
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SaintyCo Also Offer:







Gummy Counting Bottle Packing Solution
Automatic Weighing Bottling Production Line
Sugar sanding drum
Gummy Coating Pan
Gummy Molds
Pouch Packaging Machine

For additional information, please drop e-mail to
info@saintyco.com
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